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Deleting Cross Sections 


 
On the Cross Sections Dialog, there are two pushbuttons grouped together as Delete options. They allow you to 
select certain stations to delete from the wedging project file, or to delete all stations. The Selected Stations option 
uses the NCWedge Browser for the station selection interface. 












NCWedge XS Editor 


 
The Edit option of the Cross Sections dialog activates the NCWedge XS Editor to edit the existing pavement cross 
section points as loaded and stored in the .par project file. The editor must know the name of the .xsc files from which 
each station in the database was loaded. This information is provided by the user thru the NCWedge Browser. The 
editor attaches the appropriate .xsc file and fits the view to the first station. The editor dialog box contains a list box 
which lists all the existing pavement cross section points for that station. Use the "Prev” and "Next" pushbuttons to 
navigate back and forth through the stations in the project file. Each point in the list box is graphically highlighted and 
numbered in View 1. Cross section point editing is accomplished with the Insert Point, Delete Point and Edit Point 
push buttons.  


 To insert a new point, select Insert and then place a datapoint on the screen. A new point is added to that 
station at the offset and elevation of your datapoint.  


 To edit an existing point, select the appropriate point in the list box and Select "Edit by DP”. Place a 
datapoint on the screen. The point selected is then adjusted to the offset and elevation of your datapoint.  


 To delete a point, select the appropriate point in the list box and Select "Delete Point”.  
 The "Apply" button must be Selected to make any changes to a station permanent; before moving to 


another station.  
 Any editing done is not saved automatically to the project file. You must Select "Save Project File" on the 


main NCWedge dialog to retain changes in the disk file.  


 
 


 












Cross Sections Dialog 


 
 


The Cross Section dialog serves three functions relating to cross section stations in the NCWedge project file:  


 Loading (and Reloading) Existing Pavement Cross Sections  
 Deleting Cross Sections  
 Editing Cross Sections  


 












OverView 


The NCWedge application is designed to address each part of the resurfacing and wedging process in a 
step by step manner. Every attempt was made to lead the user to and through each process. This is 
accomplished by progressive activation of the pushbuttons on the main dialog.  


Each task pushbutton is activated on the dialog only when the currently open project file has been 
developed to the point that it's ready for the task. Therefore, for the beginner, the next task to perform 
would be the last unghosted pushbutton on the main dialog. 


The raw data or input used for various computations (such as control elevations) is gathered by the 
program from Microstation design files. A small part of the data is accepted from the user via keyboard 
input. Data gleaned from DGN files is outlined here: 


Existing Pavement  
Alignment Relations  


Proposed Pavement Configuration  


 
Data loaded from DGN files and user provided data is written to a wedging project file. The project file is 
basically a station file. It will contain one record for each cross section station. The contents of each 
station record is as follows: 


Cross section station and region 


Cross section baseline 


Design chain station, region and virtual region 


Design chain name 


Design chain offset from cross section baseline 


Existing pavement as cross section points 


Proposed Geopak shapes as cross section points (horizontal offsets are from the 
PGL and elevations are stored as vertical offsets from the PGL gradepoint 


 
NCWedge is designed to allow the engineer to process an entire project in a single project file regardless 
of the number of cross section files, shape files or chains involved. Cross sections can be loaded from 
any number of Geopak cross section files and in any order. Shapes can also be loaded from any number 
of separate Geopak shapes files. 


The design grade alignment can consist of any number of Geopak chains. This allows the engineer to 
build a resurfacing grade spanning the entire project instead of multiple grades for each Geopak chain. 
The profile grade can be automatically adjusted horizontally and/or vertically where the design alignment 
changes chains. See Virtual Chains and Regions 


 












Files Types and Extensions 


By extensions:  


 .par : The NCWedge project station file is assigned a .par extension by default.  
 .prf Preferences file, created and used mainly by the Profile Generator and Grade File Manager dialogs of 


NCWedge.  
 .grd NCWedge grade file.  
 .wqf Wedging quantities file.  
 .b01, .b02, .b03 Back up files. Every time a project file is opened, NCWedge creates a backup file. This 


feature may be deleted from future versions of the program.  
 TMPNTLST.NCW & XSPNTLST.NCW These are temporary resource files created by the program. Future 


versions of the program will delete these files before quitting.  


 








Control Elevations 


Processing Grade Control Elevations requires no input, other than selecting the Control Elevations 
button on the main dialog. Computed control elevations are not automatically written to the project file, 
you must select Save Project File to permanently save the controls. 


The computation process can be guided by use of Exceptions. Also, computed control elevations can be 
edited by the Edit Control Elevations option of Utilities  


Computation Methodology 


Tentative control elevations are computed for each existing pavement cross section point. This is done by first 
adjusting the cross section point elevation by the Minimum Resurfacing Depth. This elevation is then "projected" 
along the slope(s) of the shape to the grade point. 


The station control elevation is set to the highest of these tentative elevations. 


 












Loading Shapes 


 
Before shapes can be loaded, NCWedge has to know the name of the Geopak shapes file(s) to use for 
each cross section station. This information is obtained via the NCWedge Browser 


 


 


Search parameters for shapes can be specified to the program by selecting the appropriate setting on the 
Search Parameters option button. 


The four options are as follows: 


None: No special search parameters, the software will attempt to read all shapes found to be based on 
the DG chain alignment.  


By Color: The software will attempt to read all shapes found to be based on the DG chain alignment with 
the color number specified.  


By Level: The software will attempt to read shapes on the level specified that are based on the DG chain 
alignment  


Level and Color: The software will attempt to read shapes that are on the specified level, color and are 
based on the DG chain alignment. 


 












Wedging Pavement Quantities 


Upon selection of the Wedging Quantites button, you will be required to specify the cross section file 
name(s) from which each station was originally read. This will be accomplished via the NCWedge 
Browser 


Options available on the Wedging Parametersdialog are:  


Surface Course Deduction: You may enter the depth of surface course to omit from 
the wedging design, up to the design depth. These feature is useful when surface 
course quantities have been previously computed for the entire width of a widening 
section. Entering a deduction depth will result in quantity calculations of only the surface 
course wedge areas.  


Draw Wedge Courses: If you check this button, the program will draw the wedging 
courses into your cross section cells as they are designed and computed. Only the 
surface course will be drawn on the level given; the binder and base courses are placed 
on the two subsequent levels. I.E , if you specify level 40, the binder will be drawn on 
level 41, the base on level 42. (This may change in future versions of the program.) 


The pavement courses are drawn as graphic groups, therefore they can be removed 
from the cross section file by turning on Graphic Group Lock and deleting one 
pavement course.  


Zero Volume Stations: Use this feature to specify stations at which to ‘zero’ the 
quantity computations. If you have ranges of ‘excepted’ stations, you should zero at the 
first ‘unexcepted’ station. This feature also employs the NCWedge Browser for station 
range specification. 


Wedging quantities are written to an ASCII file, named according to the 
project file name with the extension .WQF. 
 












Browser 


The NCWedge Browser presents the contents of the project station file for inspection. It also serves in multiple 
processes throughout the program. It is used for station range specifications in Cross Section deletion, setting Design 
Alignments, specifying shapes files, specifying cross section file names for the Wedging Quantities and Cross 
Section Edit processes, editing control elevations and input of Exceptions. 


Station Range Specifications 


Station ranges are specified by clicking on a station in the Browser list box and then select either the Begin or End 
Station button. When the Begin and End Stations are both selected, the action button can be selected. 


For example, specifying a station range for setting shapes file names (for loading shapes). 


As shown here, the user selected the station 16+00.001 in the list box, and clicked on the Begin Station button. 
Then selected station 20+39.999 and clicked on the End Station button. At this point, the station range has been 
specified. The shape file is set by clicking on the Set Shape File button. Notice, that the Browser has added a new 
column to the list box, titled ShapeFile. This column is used to show what has been selected for different station 
ranges. 


When all station ranges have been selected and set, OK returns to the calling routine; in this case the Load Shapes 
Dialog which would then load shapes from 301ys.shp only for stations 16+00 to 20+39. 


In most cases, only one shapes file or cross section file etc, is needed. Therefore, you would want to set one station 
range that spans the entire project file. Instead of using the Begin and End Station buttons, just click on All Stations. 
The Begin and End Station are automatically set to the first and last station in the project file. 


 








Virtual Chains and Regions 


From the get-go, the author apologizes for the use of worn out terminology (virtual). But what else? If you got a better 
word, tell me! 


In order for NCWedge to be able to design and utilize a single profile grade across multiple Geopak chains, there has 
to be a way to equate the stationing when switching from one Geopak chain to another.  


The program uses a virtual design-grade alignment which can consist of any number of actual Geopak chains, in 
whole or in part. This virtual chain provides the program with a single continuous alignment for the entire length of the 
wedgng run, and is used and referred to as the DG chain. 


In the example illustrated, there is a total of 4 Geopak chains. Portions of L, L1 and L2 and the entire chain L3 are 
used to define the DG chain. Also, notice that chain L3 has a Geopak station equation. 


The DG chain begins with and follows Geopak chain L (Blue) to a point at which it changes to Geopak chain L1 
(Green). At this point, NCWedge must create a virtual station equation between L and L1. The virtual region is now 2, 
while the Geopak region on L1 is still 1. A new virtual region is created each time the virtual alignment moves to a 
different Geopak chain.  


Note that, at the equality on Geopak chain L3, the virtual region is incremented along with the Geopak region. 


 








Loading Cross Sections 


 
EOP Location Method 


There are two choices on the EOP Location Method option button: Nearest Point and Interpolate. 


The Nearest Point method picks the vertice of the cross section ground line that is nearest (horizontally) 
to the offset of the EOP element. This method is the default and the recommended.  


The Interpolate method uses the offset distance of the EOP element to interpolate an elevation on the 
cross section ground line. 


Existing Pavement OverView 


Select the appropriate type of "Existing Roadway" configuration. Single lane, (which means a two lane 
roadway as opposed to a divided multiple lane facility) Dual Lane Left Side and Dual Lane Right Side. 
This option enables the software to determine the true EOP elements in an EOP file with multiple 
pavements depicted. It should also be noted, here, that in cases where widening both sides of an existing 
dual lane facility; the left and right sides must be done in separate NCWedge runs. 


Station Duplications. This comes into play when loading cross sections from multiple .xsc files. 
Typically, when a project is broken into more than one .xsc file, the last station in the first file is also the 
first station in the next file, etc. Therefore when NCWedge begins loading the second file, a duplicate 
station is encountered. This option button is employed to set the manner in which the program will handle 
this situation. The choices are Skip, Overwrite and Duplicate. The duplicate option will store the station 
twice or as many times as it turns up in the xsc files being loaded. 


Note that when loading multiple xsc files, it is not necessary to load them in order, though it's obvously a 
good practice. NCWedge will sort the cross section stations into the project file according to station and 
region. 


XS Line Symbology and EOP Line Symbology. These default to the standard values, but can be 
changed if necessary. 


Tolerance. Occasionally, existing ground lines in an xsc file may have points that are very close together, 
or ‘clustered’. This situation is common in cross sections that were cut from a DTM. The tolerance is used 
to eliminate clustered points by ignoring points that are closer together than the tolerance value. A value 
of 0.04 has proven to be a reliable tolerance. 












Design Alignments 


NCWedge computes control elevations, profile grades and wedging quantities along a design grade chain 
referred to as the DG Chain (or virtual chain).  


The dg chain may or may not be the same as the Geopak chain on which the loaded cross sections are 
based. Also, the program allows you to specify multiple Geopak chains to be used as the DG Chain. In 
other words, you may start your project on the cross section base line, -L- for example, then go into a 
revised alignment, go back to -L- and then move laterally to yet another alignment. There is no limit on 
the number of different Geopak chains you can use as your DG Chain.  


The Design Alignments dialog is used to specify the DG chain for each cross section station. 


Select Set DGN Chain(s) This procedure uses the NCWedge Browser for easy selection of station 
ranges and Geopak chains.  


After all DG chains are specified, Select Perform Station LayOffs. This procedure automatically sets the 
DG chain station value, region and offsets from the Cross section baseline. The stations and offsets are 
obtained by a Station LayOff request to Geopak.  


Note, that when the DG chain switches from one Geopak chain to another, NCWedge will pause and 
request the line back and line ahead stations to equate between the two Geopak chains. The requested 
equation stations are then stored as equalities in the virtual DG chain. 


 


 












OverView - Existing Pavement Extraction 


 
Existing pavement data is loaded as ground cross section shots, and is stored in the project file as 
elevations and horizontal offsets from the cross section baseline. Ground line data is extracted from the 
Geopak cross section cells, and "trimmed" to the limits of the existing pavement. This "trimming" process 
is accomplished by computing the offsets of the existing pavement from an EOP (Edge Of Pavement) file. 


Typically, the EOP file is a decendant of a topo or plan view file, in which the elements representing the 
existing pavement are of unique symbology. This allows the program to locate the edges of the existing 
pavement at each cross section station, compute the offsets and apply these offsets to the cross section 
ground line. 


Since the accuracy of the pavement elements in the EOP file is approximate, the NCWedge Load Cross 
Sections dialog offers two methods of interpreting them. 


The Nearest Point method picks the vertice of the cross section ground line that is nearest (horizontally) 
to the offset of the EOP element. This method is the default and the recommended.  
The Interpolate method uses the offset distance of the EOP element to interpolate an elevation on the 
cross section ground line. 


 
While it is standard practice to remove all elements from the EOP file except those representing the 
intended existing pavement, NCWedge is built to consider all elements (that match given search 
symbology) found to intersect a perpendicular at the cross ection station. Therefore, when more than two 
intersections are found, some assumptions are made in deciding which are the true locations of the 
existing pavement. 


This decision process is based on the setting of the Existing Roadway Configuration option button on the 
Load Cross Section dialog. 


 
Known Problems 


 
Occasionally, we may find an EOP file from which NCWedge seemingly cannot find or read the EOP 
elements. When this happens, it produces the message "Station ....... EOP lines not found. Station 
loaded with no XS points."  


To understand the cause of this problem requires some knowledge of the process involved in reading the 
EOP elements. 


NCWedge first scans the entire EOP file, searching for elements that match the given symbology of level, 
color, line style, weight and element type. As each EOP element is found, NCWedge presents the 
element to Geopak with the question: What is the beginning and ending station/region of this element on 
the Geopak (cross section) chain? If Geopak returns a valid station/region for each end of the element, 
the element is accepted as a candidate EOP element and stored in a memory list. If the station/region of 
either end of the element is not valid (station=0+00.00 region = 0) the element is abandoned and 
considered no more.  


Occasionally, Geopak will return an invalid station and/or region for one or both ends of an element that is 
actually a valid element. (This is probably due to a bug in NCWedge in the way it communicates with 
Geopak.) As of now, the author of NCWedge has no ideas or plans for fixing the bug. 


However, there is a work around that has a success rate of approxiamtely 98.368154%. (humor) Usually, 
this occurs when the EOP elements at the begin or end of the cross section chain extend past the begin 
or end of the chain. (I.E. one end of the EOP element is off the chain.) 







Breaking the EOP element (inserting new vertices) between the end of the chain and the first (or last) 
cross section station, will usually fix the problem. 


 








Profile Generator 


Illustration (requires window maximization) 


 
The Profile Generator operates from a single large dialog box. Items on the dialog include: 


Stations ListBox: A list box that displays the dg chain stations and control elevations 
of the project file. Also listed are the grade elevations and the tolerance. The grade 
elevations are computed dynamically by the program as you lay in your resurfacing 
grade. The tolerance is the difference between the control and grade elevations. A 
negative tolerance indicates that the grade you have set is undercutting the control 
elevation, (but not necessarily undercutting the existing pavement).  


The PI’s ListBox displays the profile PI stations, elevations and vertical curve lengths. 


A Profile Graph that dynamically displays the proposed profile overlaid on the control 
elevations.  


The PI Editing Tools are a set of text items and pushbuttons that provide for input and 
manipulation of station/region, elevation and parabolic length for the ‘current PI’.  


Other miscellaneous pushbutton tools. 


Typical Procedure  


Generally, you should start by using the Auto Grade function, accessed by the Auto Grade pushbutton. 
This function automatically sets a resurfacing grade for the entire range of the control elevations. The 
program attempts to set the grade as close as possible to the control elevations while maintaining a 
minimum design level. The only control on design (in the current beta version) is a minimum parabolic 
length of 100 feet or 20 meters. Future versions may allow user input of minimum curve lengths and 
design speed. After the preliminary profile is computed, you can adjust, revise or fine-tune it using the 
editing tools and functions. 


Editing is accomplished on one PI at a time. Point/click in the PI’s listbox on the PI you wish to edit. The 
text items in the top center of the dialog are updated with the data related to the PI you select. This is the 
Current PI. You may enter new station/region, elevation and length values. (Remember that the region is 
on the ‘virtual’ dg chain!) Any changes to the current PI are immediately reflected in the Profile Graph and 
the Stations ListBox. There are also a set of pushbuttons for station, elevation and length; labeled with ‘+’ 
and ‘-’. These buttons adjust the values by specified increments. You can change the increment value 
using the Preferences button on the right side of the dialog. 


Other editing functions include Insert and Delete pushbuttons. The Insert button opens the Insert PI 
dialog box, which offers three methods of inserting a new PI. Only the first of these methods is discussed 
in this document; Insert by DP. (This dialog will probably be omitted in future versions, offering only the 
first method of PI insertion via the Insert button.). Press this button and then click in the Profile Graph 
where you want a new PI. The new PI is inserted with a zero length and becomes the Current PI.  


The Delete button will delete the Current PI. All deleted PI’s are saved in a buffer and can be undeleted 
at any time using theUndelete PI button.  


Note: Deleted PI's are stored in the buffer in the order they were deleted, and can be undeleted in any 
order. 


 












Grade File Manager 


 
The Grade File Manager provides several functions. 


It maintains a list of grade files created by the Profile Generator for the current project, 
and presents the list with station limits and comments. The comments are user editable


It is used to launch the Profile Generator using the currently selected grade file in the 
list. 


The Create gpk input file button will write the selected grade file in the format of a 
Geopak profile input file. 


Finally, since the creation of a grade file using the Profile Generator does not affect the 
profile elevations in the station file, the appropriate grade file must be ‘applied’ to the 
station file. This is accomplished through the Grade File Manager using the Apply and 
UnApply buttons. Any number of grade files may be applied to a stations file. However, 
note that any overlap between grade files will reflect the settings of the last grade file 
applied. 


 








 
 












OverView - Proposed Pavement Configuration 


Shape loading procedure 


NCWedge acquires the configuration of the proposed pavement (widths, cross-slopes etc) directly from 
the Geopak Shapes files by utilizing it's link with Geopak. The procedure for loading shapes is as follows: 


NCWedge searches the shapes file for all complex shape elements that intersect the cross section station 
perpendicular.  


For each intersecting shape, the program determines if the shape is a Geopak shape by (could you 
guess?) asking Geopak.  


For each confirmed Geopak shape, Geopak is consulted to obtain further information on the shape, 
including the baseline and PGL offset.  


If the confirmed shapes are based on the current design alignment, they're colors and levels are tested 
against the user specified search criteria for level and color.  


Shapes that are not Geopak shapes, or are not based on the design alignment, or do not match the 
specified search criteria for level and color are discarded.  


Remaining shapes are analyzed to extract horizontal widths (accounting for skew). The cross slope along 
the cross section line is computed as an interpolation between the filler lines of the Geopak shape. 


Shape search criteria (level - color)</B< TD> 


Were you wondering why you would need to specify search criteria? In some cases, it's necessary. When 
this program was originally created, some over-sights were made. OK, let's call it goofs.  


The format of the stations (par) file and the general shape loading algorithms were designed with the 
assumption that all shapes required would have the same baseline and PGL offset. Wrong.  


A good example would be a proposed dual lane facility, where two or more shape clusters define the 
proposed pavement. Typically, the two shape clusters (left and right lanes) will have a minus and positive 
PGL offset, respectively. When NCWedge attempts to sort both clusters together, things get a little 
messy. This is because the offsets of the edges of the shapes are converted and stored as horizontal 
offsets from the PGL. Therefore, in a situation of this type, it becomes necessary to isolate the left and 
right clusters for the program.  


This is accomplished by using different colors and/or levels for the two clusters. Then the clusters can be 
isolated from each other to NCWedge, using the Search Parameters option button on the Load Shapes 
dialog.  


However, there are still some design situations that cannot be handled by NCWedge (concerning 
shapes). 


 
NCWedge Shape Problems to Avoid 


PGL Chains 
NCWedge cannot properly handle Geopak shapes that have a PGL chain. Be aware of this when making 
Geopak shapes that will be used by NCWedge.  


This capability could be added to the program, but truthfully, who has the time? 


Shapes with different baselines  


NCWedge can not accurately represent the proposed pavement surface when the proposed is described by 
shapes of different baselines.  


For example, in this illustration, there are two shape clusters converging (represented by the green and 
yellow). Assuming they have different baselines, NCWedge cannot load both shape clusters to cover the 







existing pavement (shown in pretty pink) in the area pointed out. Shape definitions in the wedge 'par' file 
would cover only one or the other of the clusters. 


In a situation like this, control elevations would have to computed by hand. Then the control elevations could 
be entered into the program using the Edit Control Elevations feature of the Utilities dialog. From there, the 
remaining processes of NCWedge would function properly.  


 








NCWedge ‐ BETA Version 9.5 


NCWedge is an MDL application designed to automate the engineering process of resurfacing and 


wedging pavement quantities. It provides computation of station profile grade control elevations and 


assists in setting resurfacing grades.  


This application is linked with the Geopak GAL application library, allowing it to scan and read cross 


section design files and shape files created via Geopak. The Geopak COGO engine is also utilized for 


dynamic geometric calculations.  


NCWedge is the creation of Ross A. McDowell, formerly of Engineering Technology Systems of the North 


Carolina Department of Transportation, and is thereby the sole property of NCDOT.  


 


An Overview  


What do I need to start a wedging project?   


NCWedge file types and extensions   


Starting a Wedging Project File   


Cross Section Stations   


Wedging Design Alignments   


Loading Geopak Shapes (as proposed wedge surface)   


Grade Control Elevations   


NCWedge Grade Files (Creation and Usage)   


Wedging Pavement Quantities   


Utilities   








Getting Started. What do I need? 


Typically, you need all the files required to run Geopak criteria for a widening project: 


.GPK file with relevant alignments stored.  


Shape file(s)  


EOP file(s). (existing edge of pavement files) 


Geopak cross section file(s) with existing ground lines  


Some tips for EOP File preparation  


For best results: 


Make a separate EOP file for each NCWedge run.  


Delete unnecessary eop lines, i.e. drives, side streets etc. 


Fence all elements in the file and drop complex status. This is necessary because 
Geopak is employed by NCWedge to locate and analyze these elements. Geopak will 
recognize only line, line_string, curve and arc elements. 


It may be necesary draw or connect any eop lines that were left open from deleting 
drives and side streets, if a cross section station falls within the gap. 


Level, color, weight and line style should be the same on all eop elements and set 
according to the standard leveling chart.  


 








Starting a wedging project file. 


Start Microstation and Geopak. The attached graphic file type and name is irrelevant. Load NCWedge. 
(mdl load)  


Select Create Project File and follow the dialogs. This sets up the name of the project 
file, Geopak job number and English/Metric preferences.  


Project Descriptions is optional. This dialog allows entry of project descriptive data. 
The data is used only for page headers on the various reports generated by NCWedge.


Select Pavement Design to enter the design depths for surface and binder pavement 
courses. Also, enter the minimum resurfacing depth. All pavement depths are in feet or 
meters.  


Select Save Project File. It’s a good idea to ‘save’ after each step in the process.  


Now the project file is created. You're ready to begin loading cross sections.  
 


 








OverView - Alignment Relations 


The relation of the design grade alignment to the cross section baseline is determined by calls to the 
Geopak COGO engine. NCWedge (for each cross section station) asks Geopak for the offset of the 
design chain from the cross section chain, perpendicular to the cross section chain. The station on the 
design chain at the intersect point is also requested. This information is computed and stored in the 
project file. 


This process is controlled or inititalized thru the Design Alignments dialog. 


 








Profile Generator - Preferences 


Adjustment Increments: These values are used by the PI Editing Tools. I.E. When you click on the '+' button beside 
the PI elevation, the PI is raised by 0.03. 


Toggles: These toggles affect the different elements of the Profile Graph.  


Symbology This can used to set the style, weight and color of the elements shown in the Profile Graph, including 
profile tangents, parabolics and control elevations.  


Alerts-Warnings: This toggles on/off warning messages such as "Are you sure you want to delete this PI?"  


 








Grade Files (Creation and Usage) 


NCWedge allows for the application of multiple grades within one project file. The program also provides 
tools to automate the design of resurfacing profiles as well as creation and application of grade files. 


The NCWedge Profile Generator is used to design or set a profile grade to the previously computed 
station control elevations. The resulting profile is stored in a grade file (default extension .grd).  


Creation of a grade file does not automatically write station grade elevations into the project file. This is 
done by the NCWedge Grade File Manager. 


Profiles 


The NCWedge Profile Generator (accessed thru the Grade File Manager), operates from a single large 
dialog box. Items on this dialog include:  


A list box that displays the dg chain stations and control elevations in the project file, referred to as the 
Stations ListBox. Also listed here, grade elevations and the tolerance. The grade elevations are 
computed dynamically by the program as you lay in your resurfacing grade. The tolerance is the 
difference between the control and grade elevations. A negative tolerance indicates that the grade you 
have set is undercutting the control elevation, (but not necessarily undercutting the existing pavement).  


A PI’s ListBox that displays the profile PI stations, elevations and vertical curved lengths.  


A Profile Graph that dynamically displays the proposed profile overlaid on the control elevations.  


A set of text items and pushbuttons that offer input and manipulation of station/region, elevation and 
parabolic length for the ‘current PI’.  


An assortment of pushbutton tools.  


Typical Procedure  


Generally, you should start by using the Auto Grade function, accessed by the Auto Grade pushbutton. 
This function automatically sets a resurfacing grade for the entire range of the control elevations. The 
program attempts to set the grade as close as possible to the control elevations while maintaining a 
minimum design level. The only control on design (in the current beta version) is a minimum parabolic 
length of 100 feet or 20 meters. Future versions will allow user input of minimum curve lengths and 
design speed. After the preliminary profile is computed, you can adjust, revise or fine-tune it using the 
editing tools and functions. 


Editing is accomplished on one PI at a time. Point/click in the PI’s listbox on the PI you wish to edit. The 
text items in the top center of the dialog are updated with the data related to the PI you select. This is the 
Current PI. You may enter new station/region, elevation and length values. (Remember that the region is 
on the ‘virtual’ dg chain!) Any changes to the current PI are immediately reflected in the Profile Graph and 
the Stations ListBox. There are also a set of pushbuttons for station, elevation and length; labeled with ‘+’ 
and ‘-’. These buttons adjust the values by specified increments. You can change the increment value 
using the Preferences button on the right side of the dialog. 


Other editing functions include Insert and Delete pushbuttons. The Insert button opens the Insert PI 
dialog box, which offers three methods of inserting a new PI. Only the first of these methods is discussed 
in this document; Insert by DP. (This dialog will probably be omitted in future versions, offering only the 
first method of PI insertion via the Insert button.). Press this button and then click in the Profile Graph 
where you want a new PI. The new PI is inserted with a zero length and becomes the Current PI.  


The Delete button will delete the Current PI. All deleted PI’s are saved in a buffer and can be undeleted 
at any time using the Undelete PI button. 


Be sure to save your profile before quitting the Profile Generator. The program will use a default grade file 
extension .grd. 


 












Utilities 


The Utilities dialog offers these extra features:  


Edit Control Elevations: This feature uses the NCWedge Browser to allow you to 
select a station and then enter the control elevation directly.  


Mark EOP in XSC Files: This feature will draw vertical lines in the cross section cells at 
the exact location of the edge of existing pavement (as represented in the cross section 
points that were loaded and, possibly, user edited). This provides compatibility with the 
new Criteria library, allowing more accurate location of eop’s for widening criteria types. 


Reports  


XS: Level Format: This feature will generate a formatted ASCII file containing the 
cross section points for each station in a ‘level book’ format.  


Control/Grade/Tolerance: This feature will generate a formatted ASCII file containing 
station data including the XSC station, DG station and offset, control elevations, grade 
elevations and tolerances. The file name is user specified.  


 









